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Abstract. Let (M, p) be a metric space whose diameter d(M) is finite and A the family of all 
two decompositions of M. Then, by a constructive method, we show the existence of a two 
decomposition {A*,B*} of M such that max{d(A*),d(B*)} = inf{A,B)E~max{d(A),d(B)}. 
This result establishes the existence of a best two-dimensional space of approximating functions 
on M. 
First we introduce an approximation problem of Jackson type. 
(1) 
Ii{ 
(4) 
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NOTATION 
Every function treated here is real-valued. 
(M,p) is a bounded metric space with IMI > 2. 
W(Z) is a given nonzero modulus of continuity. 
;WJ6$= If I f is a function on M such that If(z) - f(y)1 5 zu(p(z, y)) for all 
II > llco= sip +EM Ij(z)I for a function of M. 
~Aw(wP,(gl~gd = suPfEA,(M,p) infa,bER 11 f - agl - bg2 Iloo for given two functions 
gl, g2 on M. 
A is the family of all two decompositions of M. 
For a subset A of M, d(A) d enotes the diameter of A in (M, p). 
Then Feinerman [ 1,2] and Feinerman and Newman [3] considered the following problem 
when M is compact: 
(P.l): Find such two functions 91, g2 on A1 so that EAW(M,p)(g1,g2) is as small as possible. 
By the Ascoli-Arzela Theorem, they showed the existence of a two decomposition {A*, B’} 
of M such that 
max{d(A*), d(B’)} = (A g;,A maxId( d(B)), c*> 
and proved that, for any modulus of continuity W(I), characteristic functions XA’, ,yo* of 
A*, B’ form a best approximating functions in the problem (P.l). 
In this note, by a constructive simple method, we show the existence of a two decomposi- 
tion of M with (*)-property in a bounded metric space and extend the above result. To do 
this, we prove the following theorem in a more generalized form. 
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THEOREM. Let X be a set with 1x1 2 2 and A th e amily of all two decompositions of f 
X. Let f(x, y) be a bounded real-valued function on X x X and, for any subset A of X, 
d.f (A) = SUP,,y~A f(z, y). Then there exists a two decomposition {A*, B*} of X such that 
max{df(A*),dj(B*)) = ~Aign:E*max(df(A),df(B)}. 
PROOF: To make this proof simpler, we assume that X is a countable set {xi}iE~. For 
the other cases, by the Well-Ordering Principle, X can be well ordered and the analogous 
method stated below can be applied. Let (Y = inf{A,B},c, max{d,(A), d!(B)} and, without 
loss of generality, we assume that f(x, y) = f(y, z) f or all x, y E X and D(z) := {y 1 y E 
X,f(z, y) > a} # 0 for all 2 E X. 
First, set Af) := 8, Bi’) := 8, A(,1) := {xl}, B$‘) := 0(x1) and, for k 2 2, we put 
A(kl) := u D(x), BP) := u D(z) 
XCB!t), HA!” 
The sequences {A(kl)}r!O and {Bi”}r& of subsets of X are monotone increasing. 
Now we shall show that d~(At’) 5 (Y and d,(Bi’)) 5 cy for all L E N. It is easily seen 
that d,(A(,1)) 5 cr. Suppose to the contrary that df(ATO’) > a for some Ice E N, that is, 
there are two elements a, u’ such that f( a, u’) > a. Since {A;)} is monotone increasing, let 
A;) and A?) be the subsets to which a and a’ firstly belong, respectively. For convenience, 
we denote a, a’ by up, CL;. For the element up, if up = tl, we put S = {xl}. Otherwise, we 
take 2p - 1 elements x1, ~2, . . . . up, bl, . . . . bp-l of X such that 
(9 ai E A(l) \ A!‘), i=2 ,...,P, 
(ii) bj E Bi’) \ $1 j=l,...,p-1, 
(iii) f(ui, *;) > alf(:i+l, bi) > (Y i=l,...,p-1, 
(iv) f(Xl, bl) > a, 
and we put 5’ = {xl, Q, . . . . up, bl , . . . . bp_l}. By the same way, we can put S’ = {xl} or 
S’ = {Xl, a;, . . . . b’ } of which elements satisfy the conditions corresponding to 
(i)-(iv). If S and”.S”ba~,~r~,:ed by 
b, 
x1 < bl < u2 < . . . < b,_l < up 
and 
x1 < b: < a: < * . . < bb_l < ub 
respectively, then, for t = max SnS’, we set C = {x 1 x 2 z, x E S} U{y 1 y 2 z, y E S’}. 
Since C is a finite set of X consisting of odd elements, from (iii), (iv) and f(up, ub) > (Y, for 
any subset T of C, we have max {d!(T), df(C/T)} > Q, which contradicts to the definition 
of CY. By the analogous reason, we also see that df(Bi’)) 2 o for all 12 E N. Hence, if we 
put A; = c A(,‘) and Bi = kF, Bill, then df(Ai) 2 a and dJ(B:) 5 LY hold. 
k=l 
Next, let x, be the element of X \ (AT U Bi) with the smallest index. Then, by the 
same way as in {A:)} and {Br’}, set A:) := 8, Br) := 8, A(12) := {xm}, Bi2) := 
D(x,,~), . . . . Ar), Bi”), . . . and put A; = c A(k2) and B; = 5 BP). By 
k=l 
procedures, we obtain two sequences {A;} and {B;} of subs% of X such 
(v) A* = 6 A; and B’ = fi BL is a two decomposition 
k=l kc1 
(vi) dj(A;) 2 a, dj(B;) 5 a, Ic E N, 
continuing these 
that 
of x, 
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Since df(z, y) 2 (Y f orallz~A~~B~andallyEX\(A~~B~),by(v)and(vi),{A*,B*} 
is a two decomposition with (*)-property. This completes the proof. 
Since the results in [l] except Theorem 5 in [l] can be proved without using compactness, 
from Theorem, we have 
Corollary. Let (M,p) b e a bounded metric space and {A*, B*} a two decomposition of h4 
with (*)-property. Then, for any modulus of continuity w(z), characteristic functions XA’, 
XB= of A*, B’ form a best approximating functions in the problem (P.l). 
Remark. In case n L 3, the existence of an n-decomposition of X can be shown, but its 
proof is not constructive. A constructive method to obtain n(z 3)-decompositions with 
nearly (*)-property of a bounded metric space is shown in [4]. 
Finally, we state a problem related to n(z 3)-d ecompositions with (*)-property. 
(P.2): Let X be a set and f(z,y) a real-valued bounded function on X x X and A, the 
family of all R decompositions of X. Then find a constructive method by which X is 
decomposed into n(z 3) subsets {At}~=“=, such that 
max{d~(AY), ..., df(AZ)] = ~A ,,i;flea max{df(Ai), . . . . df(A,,)}. 
1r,n n 
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